The Point Concentric 8 is powerful enough to reinforce demanding audio as a standalone speaker, and versatile enough to act as a wide-coverage fill speaker. It is a compact, passive coaxial loudspeaker, housing a single 8" component, which features the widest coverage pattern of the Point Concentric range with 100° conical dispersion. The PC8 produces linear, high-resolution audio throughout the intended bandwidth, and it includes three M10 fly points and one Omni Mount 30 series mounting point as well as a built-in polemount socket.

When both power and finesse are needed, the Point Concentric 8 delivers.

All Point Concentric cabinets are constructed of 12 mm Baltic Birch, rather than moulded plastic or fiberglass, resulting in a lower resonant frequency.

**12 dB crest factor pink noise at 1m, free field, using specified processing and amplification**